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Section- 7 
 

TENDER SPECIFICATION OF  PORTABLE DIESEL PUMP 
                      
 

1. Name of the Equipment.  Portable Diesel Pump. 
 
2. Purpose. To pump out bilges from engine room and sea water from flooded 
compartment and also to fight fire onboard sea going ships or floating vessel in case of 
emergency. 
 
3. Quantity.    05 (Five)  in number.       
 
4. Country of Origin.      USA, UK, Japan, EU Countries, Turkey. 
 
5. Year of Manufacture.   2017 or later. 
 
6. Certificate/ Document of Authentication. The local supplier must provide 
necessary original certificate(s)/ document(s) with the offer/ quotation of items as regard 
to the genuinity of source and item(s) . 
 
7. Scope of Supply.  The scope of supply will be the followings: 
 

a. Main items (05 x Portable diesel driven horizontal, self-priming, centrifugal 
pumps with prime movers) (as per paragraph 10). 

 
b. Standard accessories and attachments (as per paragraph 11). 

    
c. Test/Trial and acceptance services (as per paragraph 15). 

 
d. Spare parts (as per paragraph 12). 

 
e. Documents (User Manual, Maintenance Manual, Spare parts Catalogue, 
Drawings, certificate as applicable). 
 
f. Suitable wheel mechanism with break system (if applicable). 

 
08. Standard. The pump is to be designed and constructed fulfilling the requirement 
of international standards. The standards to which the quoted pump complies are to be 
specified.  
 
09. Ambient Condition.  The pump will be used in the marine environment having 
the following particular:                                   
 

a.   Air temperature  5°C - 45°C.  

b. Relative humidity  Upto 98%.   

c.   Sea water temperature 5°C - 38°C. 

d. Water condition Saline and muddy. 
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10. Technical Specification  
 

a. Pump.                         
 

(1) Type of the pump  Horizontal self-priming centrifugal type 

(2) Model (a) To be mentioned  
 (3) Maker To be mentioned 

(4) Standard               To be mentioned 

(5) Capacity (minimum)  20 m3/hr at total head of 30 m 
 (6) Suction head To be mentioned (Suction low head is preferable) 

(7) Suction port diameter  To be mentioned 

(8) Discharge port diameter To be mentioned (Approx 2") 

(9) Drive                  Diesel engine driven with direct couplings. 

(10) Sealing system  Mechanical. 

(11) Priming                To be mentioned (Must have good and 
dependable self-priming capacity) 

(12) Operating pressure Must commensurate with discharge head 

(13) Material of the Pump Components. 

(a) Casing Bronze/Stainless steel/ Anticorrosive Material 

(b)  Impeller Bronze/ Stainless steel/ Chromium Alloy steel/ 
Anticorrosive Material 

(c) Shaft Stainless Steel/Forged Steel 

(d) Strainer Stainless steel/ Anticorrosive Aluminum Alloy 

(e) Suction/discharge 
hose material 

To be mentioned 

 
b. Prime Mover (Engine).                     

 

(1) Type                 4 stroke, direct injection, air-cooled diesel 
engine. 

(2) Model  To be mentioned  
 

(3) Maker                To be mentioned 

(4) Number of cylinder  To be mentioned 

(5) Power (kW) - at Maximum 
Continuous Rating (MCR) 

To be mentioned (should meet the capacity 
requirement of pump)   
 

(6) R P M To be mentioned  
 

(7) Fuel oil and lub oil  Commercial and equivalent grade (if any) 
should be easily available in local market. To 
be mentioned. 

(8) Starting method Both hand/manual (with rope) and battery start 
(Electrical) arrangement should be available. 

 
c. Overall Dimension. To be mentioned (Compact size is preferable).  

 
d. Overall Weight.  To be mentioned (light weight is preferable). 

 
e. Mounting.  The prime mover and the pump should be mounted on a single 
base frame (skid mounted) with resilient mountings.  The complete unit should be 
portable.   
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11.    Standard Accessories and Attachments. Standard accessories must include all 
items and accessories, which are essential to operate the pump set whether those are 
mentioned in this specification or not. A list of such items/accessories is to be provided 
for each pump set with item wise price including the following which are to be supplied 
free of cost: 
     

a.   Pressure gauge (01 x Suction side and 01 x Discharge side). 
 

b.  Pump carry trolley Suction hose of 20 m length with suitable adapter, SS 
strainer and non return valve.  

 
c.   Discharge hose with 02 (two) pieces of Jet - Spray type nozzles. Three or 
two pieces with suitable male female coupling to make the total length of the hose 
30 m . 

 
d. Starting battery with connecting cable. 

 
e. Rope for hand starting system. 

 
12. Spare Parts.    A list of such spares are to be provided with the offer. spares 
including those required for 600 hrs trouble free operation are to be supplied (Mandatory) 
with each pump. Such list including itemized price is to be submitted with the offer in 
order to calculate the bid price. 
 
13. Documents.   One (01) sets of following documents in English are to be 
 provided with each pump set:           
 

a. Original Brochure / Catalogue must be submitted with the tender offer for 
evaluation and assessment. 

b. Instruction, operation and maintenance manual of the engine and pump. 
c. Parts catalogue of the engine and pump. 

 
14. Installation Material. All necessary installation materials are to be supplied 
with each pump. 
 
15.  Test, Trial and Commissioning.  The supplier's representative will carry out test 
and trial of the supplied items at buyer’s premises at CGHQ or at any CG Base directed 
by CGHQ. The items are to be handed over in fully operational condition Y The test/ trial 
report will be signed jointly and is to be forwarded to CI&QC office. 
 
16. Warranty.    
 

a. Warranty for trouble free operation will be provided by the principal/ 
manufacturer for all the supplied items for a period of at least 12 months from the 
date of acceptance by the buyer. 
 
b. During the warranty period, if the pumps remain non-operational for any 
action pending by the supplier the warranty period will be automatically extended 
by the same period. 
 
c. The warranty should cover all parts and labour (including service 
engineer’s cost) throughout the warranty period. 
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d. For warranty repair/ replacement, the supplier will collect the defective 
items from respective Zone and re-supply the same to the collecting place after 
warranty Repair/ Replacement.  

 
17. Port of shipment: Same as country of origin (Relevant document is to be 
submitted during delivery of the items. 
  
18. Terms of Payment. After satisfactory test, trial and acceptance by CI & QC, 

payment will be made in local currency as per the existing rule. 

18. Delivery.  
 
The items are to be delivered within 16 weeks from the date of signing the contract to the 
following address: 
 
Director Engineering  
Coast Guard Headquarters  
Agargaon Administrative Area, Sher-E-Bangla Nagar 
Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh 
 
After the initial quality control by CI & QC the items will have to be delivered by the 
supplier to CGS Tamjeed, CGS Potuakhali, CG Base Agrajatra and CG Base Bhola.  
 
19. Validity of Offer.   The offer should remain valid for 90 days after opening of the 
tender. 
 
20. Condition for Acceptance of Quotation.  Quotation has to have supporting 
documents (booklets, leaflet, catalogue, brochure etc) having detailed particulars of the 
offered portable diesel pump. If detailed information regarding specifications which must 
include head various capacity curves and NPSH curves maker’s books and catalogue 
about the same model of the pump quoted, spare parts, accessories, scope of supply, 
etc are not provided, the quotation will not be accepted.  
 
21. Compliance Statement.    A compliance statement fulfilling all the requirement of 
the tender is to be submitted for evaluation of the quotations. Stating mere ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ 
will not suffice and detailed description/ information as required is to be given. An 
incomplete compliance statement may attribute to cancellation of the offer. If any clause 
of this specification does not commensurate with offered the portable diesel pump, the 
deviation has to be spelt out clearly. 


